
 
Why Personality Tests? 

A personality test is completed to yield a description of an individual’s distinct personality 
traits.   In most instances, your personality will influence relationships with your family, friends, 
and classmates and contribute to your health and well being.  Teachers can administer a 
personality test in class to help your children discover their strengths and developmental needs.  
The driving force behind administering a personality test is to open up lines of communication 
and bring students together to have a higher appreciation for one another.  A personality test can 
provide guidance to teachers of what teaching strategies will be the most effective for their 
students. 

Personality test can benefit your students by: 

• Increasing productivity  
• Get along better with classmates  
• Help students realize their full potential  
• Identify teaching strategies for students  
• Help students appreciate other personality types 

One of the most popular personality tests is the True Colors Personality Test.  This personality 
test asks a serious of questions to rate your likes and dislikes.  The test will then rate your 
personality as either a blue, green, orange or gold personality type.  You may be a combination 
of two colors, but usually a student will exhibit one primary color.  A personality test is not a 
means to type cast a student, but it allows teachers to understand the personality attributes 
associated with various students.  You will operate as one primary color for the most part, but 
high levels of stress and other environmental factors can shift your personality type for short 
intervals.  As a rule of thumb, you should recognize your strong attributes and keep in mind the 
attributes that irritate people. 

Teachers should disseminate a personality test to their children the first week of school.  A 
personality test is a fun exercise for the class and will enable the teacher to more adequately plan 
lessons and activities for their students.  



Exploring Your Colors 
 
Below are 11 incomplete sentences that describe people.  Each sentence has four possible 
endings.  Give four points to the phrase that is “most like you,” three points to the phrase that is 
“next most like you,” two points to the next phrase, and one point to the phrase that is “least like 
you.” 
 
Use the sentences below to describe your personality. 
 
1. When I make decisions: 

______  a. I do it quickly and go with the first impressions. 
______  b. I think about it, consider the options and then decide. 
______  c. I listen to my feelings and consider how my decisions will affect others. 
______  d. I take it seriously and always try to make the right decision. 
 

2. The best way for others to show me they care about me is to: 
______  a. Do fun things with me. 
______  b. Give me space to be myself. 
______  c. Spend time with me doing whatever. 
______  d. Do what I want to do; not let me down or go back on their word. 
 

3. When I’m with my friends, I like to provide: 
______  a. The excitement; the fun; the jokes. 
______  b. Questions; answers; a logical way of looking at things. 
______  c. Concern for others; a lot of caring. 
______  d. The planning; a sense of security; a good standard. 
 

4. I like to: 
______  a. Act on a moment’s notice; do risky things. 
______  b. Provide answers or give thought to people’s questions. 
______  c. Help maintain a sense of harmony and togetherness. 
______  d. Be responsible, dependable, and helpful to others. 
 

5. One thing I am really good at is: 
______  a. Acting courageously. 
______  b. Thinking. 
______  c. Being sensitive. 
______  d. Organizing. 
 

6. Friends who know me best would say that I am: 
______  a. Competitive. 
______  b. Reserved, thoughtful. 
______  c. Emotional, friendly. 
______  d. Neat, prepared. 
 

7. My basic approach to life is: 



______  a. To take one day at a time and have fun. 
______  b. To figure out what life is all about. 
______  c. To help others and be happy and succeed. 
______  d. To plan for the future and make it as good as possible. 
 

8. When I am feeling discouraged or “down in the dumps”: 
______  a. I often become rude, mad, or sometimes even mean. 
______  b. I withdraw, don’t talk very much, and try to think my way out of the 

problem. 
______  c. I feel emotional, am sad, and usually like to talk it over with someone 

close to me. 
______  d. I try to figure out what’s causing the problem and fix it. 
 

9. I feel good about myself when: 
______  a. I can do things that are difficult. 
______  b. I can solve problems or figure things out. 
______  c. I can help other people. 
______  d. I am appreciated or rewarded for things I do. 
 

10. Teachers at school who saw me when I wasn’t on my best behavior might describe me as: 
______  a. Rowdy or a little wild. 
______  b. Arrogant. 
______  c. Talkative. 
______  d. Someone who wants things my way; dominant; worrying. 
 

11. Teachers at school (who like me and in whose class I do pretty well) would probably 
describe me as: 

______  a. Charming, a natural leader, clever, someone who is fun to have around. 
______  b. Thoughtful, someone who has good answers, someone who likes to figure 

out problems. 
______  c. Nice, friendly, someone who gets along with other students and is helpful 

to the teacher and others. 
______  d. Neat, organized, prepared, someone who does assignments and is a good 

student. 
 
Rank each number as 4, 3, 2, 1; where 4 is the one most like you and 1 is the least like you. 



 
Number A B C D 

1     
2     
3     
4     
5     
6     
7     
8     
9     
10     
11     

TOTAL     
 
Total your columns and place your results in the blanks below. 

______  a. Orange 
______  b. Green 
______  c. Blue 
______  d. Gold 

 
What is your first color?  What is your second color? 



Are you…BlueBlue? 
	  
Enthusiastic…Sympathetic…Personal?	  
Warm…Communicative…Compassionate?	  
Idealistic…Spiritual…Sincere?	  
Peaceful…Flexible…Imaginative?	  
	  
In	  work	  you	  like	  to	  influence	  others	  to	  help	  their	  lives…like	  to	  work	  in	  the	  arts,	  
education,	  or	  helping	  professions?	  
	  
In	  love	  seek	  balanced	  relationships…believe	  in	  a	  true	  romantic,	  perfect	  love	  
that	  will	  last	  forever…enjoy	  flowers,	  candlelight,	  music,	  and	  small	  gestures	  of	  
love?	  
	  
As	  a	  kid	  did	  you	  have	  an	  active	  imagination….difficult	  to	  fit	  into	  school	  
life…reacted	  sensitively	  to	  rejection	  and	  went	  after	  recognition…preferred	  
encouragement	  to	  competition?	  
	  
	  

Are you…GreenGreen? 
	  
Analytical…Global…Conceptual?	  
Cool…Calm…Collected?	  
Inventive…Logical…Problem	  Solver?	  
Abstract…Creative…Investigative?	  
	  
In	  work	  you	  are	  an	  independent	  thinker…work	  is	  play…enjoy	  challenges…find	  
new	  ways	  to	  do	  routine?	  
	  
In	  love	  prefer	  to	  think	  then	  let	  your	  heart	  dictate	  love…difficult	  to	  express	  
feelings…uneasy	  about	  emotions…love	  will	  take	  care	  of	  itself	  if	  it’s	  love?	  
	  
As	  a	  kid	  you	  felt	  older	  than	  your	  years…liked	  to	  focus	  on	  things	  there	  were	  
mentally	  stimulating…impatient	  with	  drills	  and	  questioned	  authority…needed	  
to	  respect	  teachers	  before	  you	  could	  learn	  from	  them.	  
	  



Are you…GoldGold? 
	  
Loyal…Dependable…Prepared?	  
Thorough…Sensible…Punctual?	  
Faithful…Stable…Organized?	  
Caring…Concerned…Helper?	  
	  
In	  work	  you	  want	  to	  maintain	  organization…handle	  details	  and	  work	  
hard…work	  comes	  before	  play?	  
	  
In	  love	  you	  are	  serious	  and	  believe	  in	  the	  traditional	  view	  of	  love	  and	  
marriage…want	  to	  build	  a	  long	  lasting	  relationship	  together…demonstrate	  
love	  and	  affection	  through	  practical	  things	  or	  deeds?	  
	  

	  
	  

Are you…OrangeOrange? 
	  
Witty…Charming…Spontaneous?	  
Impulsive…Generous…Impactful?	  
Optimistic…Eager…Bold?	  
Physical…Immediate…Courageous?	  
	  
Restless	  at	  work…like	  your	  independence	  and	  freedom…utilize	  your	  physical	  
coordination…like	  to	  work	  with	  tools?	  
	  
In	  love,	  do	  you	  like	  to	  share	  interest	  and	  activities	  with	  your	  love	  
interest…explore	  new	  ways	  to	  energize	  your	  relationship…giving	  extravagant	  
gifts	  to	  bring	  pleasure	  to	  your	  love	  interest?	  
	  
As	  a	  kid,	  did	  you	  have	  trouble	  fitting	  into	  the	  school	  routine…learn	  by	  
experience	  rather	  than	  listening	  or	  reading…motivated	  by	  competitive	  nature	  
and	  sense	  of	  fun?	  
 



You May Show these Characteristics: 
 
 
 

  
Solid GoldSolid Gold   

  
Curious GreenCurious Green   

  
True BlueTrue Blue   

  
Action OrangeAction Orange   

 
Esteemed for  

  
Being Being 

dependabledependable   

Discovering new Discovering new 
insightsinsights   

Being a Being a 
good good 

listenerlistener   

Being fun and Being fun and 
taking riskstaking risks   

 
Stressed by 

  
Lack of orderLack of order   

Feeling Feeling 
inadequateinadequate   

Feeling Feeling 
artificialartificial   

  
ReRestrictionsstrictions   

Highest virtue 
is 

  
ResponsibilityResponsibility   

  
ObjectivityObjectivity   

  
LoyaltyLoyalty   

  
CourageCourage   

Key 
characteristics 

  
Being preparedBeing prepared   

  
IngenuityIngenuity   

  
AuthenticityAuthenticity   

  
Talent and skillTalent and skill   

 
On the job 

  
OrganizerOrganizer   

  
PragmatistPragmatist   

  
PeacemakerPeacemaker   

  
EnergizerEnergizer   

 
Perception 

  
StructureStructure   

  
AbstractAbstract   

  
ConceConcernrn   

  
ExcitementExcitement   

 
Primary 
needs 

To provide To provide 
stability and stability and 
order; be in order; be in 

controlcontrol   

To be competent To be competent 
and rationaland rational   

To be To be 
authentic authentic 

and care for and care for 
othersothers   

To be free and To be free and 
spontaneousspontaneous   

 
Longs for 

  
SecuritySecurity   

Insights and Insights and 
knowledgeknowledge   

Love and Love and 
acceptanceacceptance   

  
FreedomFreedom   

 
Strives to 
foster 

  
Traditional Traditional 

valuesvalues   

Thoughtful Thoughtful 
considerationconsideration   

  
HarmonyHarmony   

  
Fun and Fun and 

recreationrecreation   

 
Take pride in 

  
DependabilityDependability   

  
CompetenceCompetence   

  
EmpathyEmpathy   

  
ImpactImpact   

 
Specialty is 

Accomplishments Accomplishments 
and resultsand results   

Research and Research and 
conceptualizationsconceptualizations   

  
PeoplePeople   

  
EntrepreneurshipEntrepreneurship   

 
Validated by 

  Affirming their Affirming their Acceptance Acceptance Achieving visible Achieving visible 



Being Being 
appreciatedappreciated   

wisdomwisdom  of othersof others   resultsresults   

 
Trust 

Authority and Authority and 
traditiontradition   

  
Facts and logicFacts and logic   

Intuition Intuition 
and feelingsand feelings   

  
ImpulsesImpulses   

 



You May See Yourself As: 
 

GOLDGOLD   GREENGREEN   BLUEBLUE   ORANGEORANGE   

StableStable   
  

Superior Superior 
intellectintellect   

WarmWarm   FunFun -- loving, enjoys loving, enjoys 
l ifelife   

Providing Providing 
securitysecurity   

PowerfulPowerful   
  

RomanticRomantic   Flexible,  adaptableFlexible,  adaptable   

Always have a Always have a 
viewview   

Eminently  Eminently  
reasonablereasonable   

IdealistIdealist   Proficient,  capableProficient,  capable   

Good at sorting/Good at sorting/   
weeding outweeding out   

Clam, not Clam, not 
emotionalemotional   

Will ing to work Willing to work 
tirelessly for tirelessly for 

what I  believe inwhat I  believe in   

HaHa ndsnds -- on personon person   

DecisiveDecisive   Precise,  not Precise,  not 
repetitiverepetitive   

AffirmingAffirming   ProblemProblem -- solversolver   

Executive styleExecutive style   Able to find Able to find 
flawsflaws   

Promoting Promoting 
growth, wellgrowth, well --

beingbeing   

Do many things at Do many things at 
onceonce   

Organized Organized 
personperson   

Seeking justiceSeeking justice   Relates current Relates current 
experiences to experiences to 

past experiencespast experiences   

Curious,  welcCurious,  welc omes omes 
new ideasnew ideas   

Goal orientedGoal oriented   Able to Able to 
reprimandreprimand   

Likes to please Likes to please 
peoplepeople   

Superior ability to Superior ability to 
discriminate away discriminate away 

options,  see shades of options,  see shades of 
graygray   

DependableDependable   
  

98% right98% right   Great Great 
communicatorcommunicator   

SpontaneousSpontaneous   

FirmFirm   
  

CreativeCreative   CompassionateCompassionate   CarefreeCarefree   

EfficientEfficient   
  

VisionaryVisionary   SpirSpir itualitual   PracticalPractical   

Good plannerGood planner   
  

OriginalOriginal   UnselfishUnselfish   EclecticEclectic   

Orderly,  neatOrderly,  neat   
  

RationalRational   EmpathicEmpathic   Good negotiatorGood negotiator   



PunctualPunctual   
  

Under controlUnder control   CaretakerCaretaker   Can deal with chaosCan deal with chaos   

Seeks closureSeeks closure   
  

ObjectiveObjective   SympatheticSympathetic     

  
  

FirmFirm -- mindedminded   TrustingTrusting     

 



Others May See You As: 
 

GGOLDOLD   GREENGREEN   BLUEBLUE   ORANGEORANGE   

RigidRigid   Intellectual Intellectual 
snobsnob   

Stuck in / lives Stuck in / lives 
in the pastin the past   

IrresponsibleIrresponsible   

Dull,  boringDull,  boring   
  

HeartlessHeartless   Overly Overly 
emotionalemotional   

Goofs off too Goofs off too 
muchmuch   

OpinionatedOpinionated   
  

RuthlessRuthless   Bleeding heartBleeding heart   ManipulativeManipulative   

UnimaginativeUnimaginative   
  

UnrealisticUnrealistic   MushyMushy   Not to be Not to be 
trustedtrusted   

BB ossyossy   Emotionally Emotionally 
controlledcontrolled   

Hopelessly Hopelessly 
naïvenaïve   

Not able to stay Not able to stay 
on taskon task   

PredictablePredictable   Afraid to open Afraid to open 
upup   

Too tender Too tender 
heartedhearted   

Resists closure Resists closure 
or decisionsor decisions   

ControllingControlling   Critical,  faultCritical,  fault --
findingfinding   

Easily dupedEasily duped   ObnoxiousObnoxious   

StubbornStubborn   
  

UnfairUnfair   SmotheringSmothering   FlakyFlaky   

SystemSystem-- bounboun dd   Unappreciative Unappreciative 
of othersof others   

Too touchyToo touchy --
feelyfeely   

Disobey rulesDisobey rules   

JudgmentalJudgmental   
  

ArrogantArrogant   PushoverPushover   ScatteredScattered   

UptightUptight   Doesn’t care Doesn’t care 
about peopleabout people   

Too niceToo nice   ClutteredCluttered   

AutocraticAutocratic   
  

Eccentric, Eccentric, 
weirdweird   

Too trustingToo trusting   UncontrollableUncontrollable   

  Cool, aloof, Cool, aloof, 
unfeelingunfeeling   

GrovelingGroveling   IndecisiveIndecisive   

  Lacking mercyLacking mercy   
  

FawningFawning   Not a team Not a team 
playerplayer   

  Stingy with Stingy with 
praisepraise   

SoftSoft     



  

    Talks too muchTalks too much   
  

  

 



Things that Frustrate You: 
 

GOLDGOLD   GREENGREEN   BLUEBLUE   ORANGEORANGE   

IrresponsibilityIrresponsibility   RoutineRoutine   LyingLying   Rules and lawsRules and laws   

Lack of Lack of 

planningplanning   

SmallSmall -- talktalk   ViolenceViolence   Same routineSame routine   

Lack of Lack of 

disdis ciplinecipline   

PlagiarismPlagiarism   Personal rejectionPersonal rejection   DeadlinesDeadlines   

LazinessLaziness   Illogical Illogical 

argumentsarguments   

Lack of Lack of 

communicationcommunication   

PaperworkPaperwork   

High risk High risk 

takingtaking   

Social functionsSocial functions   Lack of close friendsLack of close friends   Lack of Lack of 

adventureadventure   

Illegal behaviorIllegal behavior   IncompetenceIncompetence   SarcasmSarcasm  Too much Too much 

structurestructure   

 

 
Things You Do to Frustrate Others: 

 
GOLDGOLD   GREENGREEN   BLUEBLUE   ORANGEORANGE   

Control freakControl freak   Not being Not being 
sociablesociable   

Lack of planningLack of planning   Ignoring rulesIgnoring rules   

Being bossy and Being bossy and 
controllingcontrolling   

Living in the Living in the 
futurefuture   

Being passiveBeing passive   Being Being 
undisciplinedundisciplined   



Working long Working long 
hourshours   

Being wordyBeing wordy   Avoiding conflictAvoiding conflict   Lack ofLack of   
planningplanning   

Being obsessiveBeing obsessive   Blowing up when Blowing up when 
criticizedcriticized   

Suppressing Suppressing 
problemsproblems   

Being quickBeing quick --
temperedtempered   

Being Being 
judgmentaljudgmental   

Not going with Not going with 
the flowthe flow   

Being too generousBeing too generous   Thinking out Thinking out 
loudloud   

Planning for Planning for 
everythingeverything   

Being too Being too 
independentindependent   

Being overly Being overly 
sentimentalsentimental   

Impulse bImpulse buyinguying   

 



You Like to Receive Praise When: 
 

GOLDGOLD   GREENGREEN   BLUEBLUE   ORANGEORANGE   

Someone is honest Someone is honest 
and mentions and mentions 

specifically what specifically what 
was accomplishedwas accomplished   

Your Your 
competence is competence is 

recognized recognized   

Your unique Your unique 
contributions are contributions are 

recognizedrecognized   
  

Your process is Your process is 
more recognized more recognized 

than the than the 
productproduct   

Your Your 
thoroughness and thoroughness and 

sense of sense of 
responsibility is responsibility is 

recognizedrecognized   

The quality of The quality of 
your work is your work is 
recognizedrecognized   

Your personal Your personal 
achievements are achievements are 

recognizedrecognized   
  

Your cleverness Your cleverness 
and skill  are and skill  are 
recognizedrecognized   

Your cleverness Your cleverness 
and skill  is and skill  is 
recognizedrecognized   

  

You are praised You are praised 
with specific with specific 
vv ocabularyocabulary   

Your personal Your personal 
characteristics that characteristics that 

are valued and are valued and 
meaningful are meaningful are 

recognizedrecognized   

Your quickness Your quickness 
is recognizedis recognized   

Words are used Words are used 
that actually that actually 

reflect what has reflect what has 
been accomplishedbeen accomplished   

Specific Specific 
knowledge you knowledge you 

acquired is acquired is 
recognizedrecognized   

Someone shows Someone shows 
praise by a toucpraise by a touch h 

on the shoulder or on the shoulder or 
other appropriate other appropriate 

behaviorbehavior   

Your impact is Your impact is 
recognizedrecognized   

Sincere Sincere 
appreciation is appreciation is 

shownshown  
  

Your integrity Your integrity 
is recognizedis recognized   

You know you have You know you have 
importance and importance and 

significance to the significance to the 
wellwell -- being of the being of the 

class and the schoolclass and the school   

You are praised You are praised 
with actionswith actions   

Reminders of the Reminders of the 
importance of the importance of the 
task completed to task completed to 
the wellthe well -- being of being of 
others are usedothers are used   

Your Your 
independent independent 

competence of a competence of a 
job is job is 

recognizedrecognized   

Honesty and Honesty and 
sincerity are usedsincerity are used   

You are shown You are shown 
praise praise 

spontaneouslyspontaneously   



You are You are 
recognized as an recognized as an 
integral part of integral part of 

the clasthe clas ss   

Someone Someone 
appreciates appreciates 

your analysisyour analysis   

You are praised You are praised 
with an energetic with an energetic 
and enthusiastic and enthusiastic 

mannermanner   

Versatility is Versatility is 
usedused   

  
  

A clear, logical A clear, logical 
explanation of explanation of 
what was done what was done 
is expressed in is expressed in 
precise termsprecise terms   

  Quick and Quick and 
timely responses timely responses 

are usedare used   

 



On a Bad Day, You May: 
 

GOLDGOLD   GREENGREEN   BLUEBLUE   ORANGEORANGE   

ComplainComplain   Become overly Become overly 
indecisiveindecisive   

Fantasize and Fantasize and 
dayday -- dreamdream  

Become rudeBecome rude   

Wallow in selfWallow in self --
pitypity   

Refuse to Refuse to 
cooperate with cooperate with 

othersothers   

Do anything to Do anything to 
get attentionget attention   

Break the rules Break the rules 
for spitefor spite   

WorryWorry   Become more Become more 
aloof or aloof or 

withdrawnwithdrawn  

Lie to save facLie to save facee   Lie or cheat to Lie or cheat to 
control the control the 

situationsituation   

Complain of Complain of 
psychosomatic psychosomatic 

problemsproblems   

Put others downPut others down   Withdraw so Withdraw so 
others will come others will come 
or feel sorry for or feel sorry for 

youyou   

Run awayRun away   

Make malicious Make malicious 
judgments judgments 

about yourself about yourself 
or othersor others   

Use sarcasmUse sarcasm  Cry or poutCry or pout   Use drugs or Use drugs or 
alcoholalcohol   

BlindlyBlindly   follow follow 
the letter of the the letter of the 

lawlaw   

Refuse to Refuse to 
communicatecommunicate   

Show passive Show passive 
resistanceresistance   

Act out Act out 
boisterouslyboisterously   

Become overly Become overly 
authoritativeauthoritative   

Become highly Become highly 
critical of critical of 

yourself and yourself and 
othersothers   

Yell and screamYell and scream  Become Become 
physically physically 
aggressiveaggressive   

Become Become 
unreasonably unreasonably 

fixedfixed   

Turn a cold Turn a cold 
shoulder to shoulder to 

othersothers   

Fish for Fish for 
complimentscompliments   

Quit or drop Quit or drop 
outout   

Be unforgivingBe unforgiving   Demand Demand 
unreasonable unreasonable 

perfectionperfection   

Become Become 
depresseddepressed   

Become Become 
verbally abusiveverbally abusive   

Feel a lot of Feel a lot of 
anxiety or anxiety or 

  Say you are not Say you are not 
likedliked   

Make bad Make bad 
spontaneous spontaneous 



stressstress   decisionsdecisions   

Become overly Become overly 
tired or tired or 

depresseddepressed   

  Feel put uponFeel put upon     

 

 



Things that May Stress You: 
 

GOLDGOLD   GREENGREEN   BLUEBLUE   ORANGEORANGE   

Incomplete Incomplete 
taskstasks   

Lack of controlLack of control   Broken Broken 
promisespromises   

Too much Too much 
responsibilityresponsibility   

Ambiguous task Ambiguous task 
answersanswers   

IncompetenceIncompetence   Negative Negative 
criticismcriticism   

RedundancyRedundancy   

Many things Many things 
going on at the going on at the 

samesame   timetime   

Emotional Emotional 
displaysdisplays   

ConflictConflict   Rules and Rules and 
regulationsregulations   

People not People not 
following following 

through on through on 
taskstasks   

Small talkSmall talk   InsincerityInsincerity   Being stuck at a Being stuck at a 
deskdesk   

Irresponsibility Irresponsibility 
of othersof others   

Social functionsSocial functions   LyingLying   Requirements Requirements 
to read manualsto read manuals   

A haphazard A haphazard 
attitudeattitude   

Subjective Subjective 
judjud gmentgment   

RejectionRejection   DeadlinesDeadlines   

 

 



You May Prefer these Careers: 
 

GOLDGOLD   GREENGREEN   BLUEBLUE   ORANGEORANGE   

AccountantAccountant   AttorneyAttorney   Human resources Human resources 
managermanager   

AdvertisingAdvertising   

DentistDentist   ResearcherResearcher   MinisterMinister   MarketingMarketing   

AuditorAuditor   EngineerEngineer   EditorEditor   ActorActor   

TeacherTeacher   CriminologistCriminologist   TherapistTherapist   MediatorMediator   

FiFi nancial nancial 
plannerplanner   

CriticCritic   JournalistJournalist   Public Public 
speakingspeaking   

AdministratorAdministrator   Technical Technical 
writerwriter   

Social workerSocial worker   Dance Dance 
teacherteacher   

LibrarianLibrarian   ChemistChemist   Fund raiseFund raise   P.E. teacherP.E. teacher   

ManagerManager   VeterinarianVeterinarian   Employment Employment 
interviewerinterviewer   

Jet pilotJet pilot   

Bank officerBank officer   PhysicianPhysician   Flight attendantFlight attendant   PainterPainter   

Air traffic Air traffic 
controllercontroller   

BiologistBiologist   Host/hostessHost/hostess   SculptorSculptor   

Statistical clerkStatistical clerk   EmbalmerEmbalmer   ReceptionistReceptionist   MechanicMechanic   

Telephone Telephone 
operatoroperator   

PhotographerPhotographer   Tour guideTour guide   CarpenterCarpenter   

Police officerPolice officer   EcologistEcologist   Travel agentTravel agent   ComedianComedian   

SecretarySecretary   AnthropologistAnthropologist   Customer serviceCustomer service   PuppPupp eteereteer   

Court reporterCourt reporter   FBI agentFBI agent   TeacherTeacher   Disc jockeyDisc jockey   

 

 


